C4I Domain Task Force

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  – Tactical Decision Aids Interface Final Submission – Adopted
    • Posted, reviewed, presented, vote-to-vote, adoption vote completed
  – Presentation and discussion of Data Centric Security by AMSG
  – Presentations by SimVentions and AMSG about DevSecOps and if/where/how/what OMG can help in this space
  – Discussion of plans for DevSecOps information day at March 2022 meeting
    • Coordination with other task forces welcome
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • Tactical Decision Aids Interface (TDAI)
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s) (if SC)
    • None

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • OARIS 3.0 awaiting submissions – schedule delayed
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations (if SC)
    • Potential RFI(s) coming after DevSecOps Information Day

• ** Liaisons**
  – None

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – DevSecOps Information day (Agenda still in work)
  – OARIS 3.0 Initial Submission